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Firmware News
Update in the firmware:
- Overlap DT-CSC region:
- all possible combination of DT stubs with ME1, ME2 and ME3 stations are available:
- before we had only 2 tracks with DT stubs: DT-ME1-ME2 and DT-ME2
- in new firmware we have:
DT-ME1, DT-ME2, DT-ME3, DT-ME1-ME2, DT-ME1-ME3 and DT-ME2-ME3
- this will increase coverage eta region from 1.0 to 0.9
- the extra DT categories also improve the overall efficiency and the Pt resolution
- should be tested
- for 2 station tracks with DT stubs include extra information about DT phiBend
- CSC only region
- for 2 station tracks with ME1 extra information about CLCT partten is added
- new ghost cancelation logic is developing
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PTLUTs News
New PTLUTs and firmware are ready and in posses of testing
1. Significant improvement in PT assignment in overlap region
with using DT PhiBend is observed. Slide 3.
2. High rate problem in eta bin 1.5-1.6 should be understand.
Possible explanation: bad PT assignment due to shift of eta in CSCTF logic
New PTLUTs take it in to account. Need to test it. Slides 4-6.
3. CLCT pattern of ME1 station is add in 2 station track with ME1 station.
Need to test how this information could improve PT resolution. If there is no
improvement than we will remove it.
4. High eta region:
take in to account 3 link readout system in ME1/1a station to get 90% efficient
like in other eta regions. Now it is ~ 35% for PT > 10 GeV
-> assign max PT from 3 possible combinations
this method will be applied only in case if we manage not increase rate significantly
with contribution of low PT tracks
Need more test of new PTLUTs and new firmware.
2.-4. is planning to do in nearest time: 1-2 week
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DT-CSC Region: Test of DT-ME1-ME2
Resolution = pt_global/pt_csctf -1
Pt < 5 GeV

5 < Pt < 10 GeV
--- DT-ME1-ME2
--- DT-ME2-phiBend
--- DT-ME2
--- DT-ME2 0ld PTLUTs 2010

- Results are better then previous PTLUTs 2010
10 < Pt < 20 GeV
- {3 station} method and {2 station + phiBend}
give almost the same results
- At low pt for 2 station track phi bend improve
resolution significantly
(compare blue and pink curves)
For pt < 10 GeV resolution for 2 station track
improves from 20-25% to 15-20% using phiBend
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High Rate in eta 1.5-1.6



Rate of L1_SingleMu14 split into different quality categories
Most of the rate comes from CSC quality 2 and 3
After current
quality cuts

ηGM
T

All qualities

ηGMT

I. Mikulec

After quality cuts and PT > 14 GeV
Ivan M. observe difference in rate factor ~ 10
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CSC geometry

In eta = 1.5-1.6 we have overlap of ME1/1 and ME1/2.
In CSCTF the following logic was applied to get correct PT assignment for different rings:
if we have ME1/1 hit then eta bin = 1.6-1.7
If we have ME1/2 hit then eta bin = 1.5-1.6
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This give us some effect factor of ~2 at rate in eta bin 1.5-1.6

Possible solution of high rate in eta 1.5-1.6
We observe high rate in eta = 1.5-1.6:
- factor 2-3 in rate could be easily explained with eta shift
to separate ME1/1 and ME1/2 station in CSCTF
- in old PTLUTs I didn’t take in to account this eta shift and assigned PT to mixture
of ME1/1 and ME1/2 station which could give not good pt assignment
- new PTLUTs are taking into account eta shift and resolution will be better for
eta = 1.5-1.6 -> hope that rate will be drop
- need to be tested
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DoubleMu rate investigation
Ivan Mikulec and Zoltan Gecse reported at Trigger Review Meeting Dec., 1:
http://indico.cern.ch/getFile.py/access?contribId=12&sessionId=1&resId=0&materialId=slides&confId=114007

 It seems that a
large part (85%)
of Double mu rate
comes from
ghosts in CSCTF
at
|η|>1.8

Z. Gecse

 CSCTF group is
investigating
ghost
cancellation logic
at high eta region

I. Mikulec
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Ghost Cancellation News
Two source of ghost:
- multiple scattering -> created several real tracks with different stubs
- different combination of track with at least one common stub
Current ghost cancellation logic:
between 2 tracks should be mindeta = 15 (0.75), mindphi = 720 (11 degrees)
The logic for killing ghosts is not quite working properly when we have 4 stations.
This is an old problem when a single track creates two candidates: ME1-2-3-4 and ME1-4.
ME1-2-3-4 candidate takes phi from ME2
ME1-4 candidate takes phi from ME4 station
The phi cancellation window is not wide enough to cover that difference,
so both candidates survive.
It was set to from 720 (11 degree) to 180 (2.7 degree)
units during September 2010 technical stop which improve efficiency of dimuon events,
but increase rate of ghost.
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Ghost Cancellation News
Possible solutions:
1. New firmware:
The ghost cancellation logic compares track segment numbers of each candidate
with all other available candidates. Candidates that share at least one segment
are considered to be ghosts, and in such case the track with lower rank is removed.
So we didn’t use mindphi and mindeta cuts.
We need to test this firmware.
If it works than it will be preferable choice for us.
2. Set wide mindphi = 720 (11 degrees) as it was till 17.09.2010
but it will reduce efficiency of dimuon events.
3. Combine of 1. and 2.
4. Remove track ME1-ME4 from CSCTF logic.
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Conclusion
Plans for PT assignment and ghost cancellation logic are presented
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Back up slides
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Pt assignment in overlap DT-CSC eta region
Overlap eta region: η ≈< 1.2 in 2010

Anna
✓ We expect significant improvement due to
- fix of DTCSC communication
-> good resolution in dphi (see slide 21)
for tracks with DT stubs
- using Phi Bend from DT stubs
(see slide 22)

High eta region: η > 2.1 in 2010

✓ We expect resolution like in golden eta
region with new PTLUTs for tracks with
DT stubs
✓ take in to account 3 link readout system
in ME1/1a station to get 90% efficient
like in other eta regions
-> assign max PT from 3 possible combinations
✓ this method will be applied only in case
if we manage not increase rate significantly
with contribution of low PT tracks
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-> needs min. bias Monte Carlo study

Rate


Rate of L1_SingleMu7 for reference

All qualities

I. Mikulec

ηGMT
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Data selection
✓
✓
✓
✓

/Commissioning/Run2010B-MuonDPG_skim-v2/RAW-RECO
Results for collision runs after technical stop: 146644 - 149711
CMSSW_3_8_3 with official Promt Analysis code: /UserCode/L1TriggerDPG/
GOODCOLL + Good Vertex + CSC skim + global muon skim




It was selected ~360.000 global muons
✓ Analyze only global muons which have
- matching with csctf tracks with:
dr = sqrt{dη2 + dϕ2} < 0.07
dη = η(best global) – η(csctf),
dϕ = ϕ(best global) – ϕ(csctf)
best global – best coincidence
with CSCTF
- Muons_validhits > 10
&& Muons_normchi2 < 3

dr
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Eta rate for global muons with Pt < 10 GeV

In commissioning data we observe high rate at eta = 1.5-1.6 even
without PT cuts at CSCTF
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Eta rate for global muons with Pt < 10 GeV
Min. bias Monte Carlo sample:
/QCD_MuPtEtaFilter_7TeV-pythia6/Fall10-START38_V12-v1/GEN-SIM-RECO

In Monte Carlo we observe high rate at eta = 1.5-1.6 even
without PT cuts at CSCTF also.
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Conclusion

We observe high rate in eta = 1.5-1.6:
- factor 2-3 in rate could be easily explained with eta shift
to separate ME1/1 and ME1/2 station
- in old PTLUTs I didn’t take in to account this eta shift and assigned PT to mixture
of ME1/1 and ME1/2 station which could give not good pt assignment
- new PTLUTs will take into account eta shit and resolution will be better for
eta = 1.5-1.6 -> hope that rate will be drop
Done:
1. PTLUTs for Alex new firmware 2010-10-11
where he add extra tracks in overlap region are written.
The code is in the header version of the emulator and is needed to be tested.
2. Darin send CLCT Pattern to the Global Eta LUTs in phi_bend bits.
3. Min. Bias Monte Carlo is ready for tests.
To do in priority order:
1. High eta region: check with min. Bias MC
how much rate will change if we start select highest pt from 3 likns:
- MC and configuration file is available
3. Implement Phi bend from DT stubs in overlap region. Very powerful!
4. CLCT Pattern is bad for ME1 for in high eta region but could help in golden eta region.
5. Provide new PTLUTs with new DATA or MC.
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6. Phi alignment is check: we couldn’t observe any effect
try dimuon trigger with more statistics

